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Program once schools are back in session. It was decided during the discussion with ACMS staff that TAM 
could offer a one-time retention bonus to  all Marin guards and supervisors on the ACMS payroll as of March 
6, which is the last full pay period before school closures occurred, to attract them to return once schools are 
back in session.  All guards and supervisors employed as of March 6 are eligible for the retention bonus if 
they return to work once the schools are back in session and work twice for six hours in any two-week invoice 
cycle before the end of calendar year 2020.  This includes guards paid for by school districts by either a direct 
ACMS contract or a reimbursement agreement with TAM. 
 
The amount of the bonus is proposed to be $1,700, with ACMS to retain $300 of the $1,700 to cover payroll 
taxes and related administrative costs, and the remaining $1,400 to be paid directly to the crossing guard or 
supervisor.  For reference, $1,400 is approximately the difference between what a guard would receive in 
normal unemployment insurance and normal earnings for the time period of March 16 to the end of the school 
year.  However, the amount is provided to the guards/supervisors as a retention bonus with specific 
requirements.  In the unfortunate event that schools remain closed as of September 15, the payment will be 
issued at that time.  This would be a lump sum payment for all 125 guards and supervisors that ACMS still 
has reliable addresses for, in order to forward the $1,400.  Staff feel this is justified due to the exemplary job 
many of our guards do on a daily basis protecting Marin children, and due to the desire to retain guards even 
with an uncertain timeframe. 
 
 
FISCAL CONSIDERATION 
 
Assuming the payments are made after school resumes in the Fall, the amount paid would be approximately 
$100,000 to $130,000 based on expected normal crossing guard staff turnover rate, though the amount could 
be up to $212,000 if every guard and supervisor returned.  On the other hand, over $600,000 is expected to 
be saved due to the school closures for the remainder of the Spring semester.  An additional $100,000 will be 
saved if summer school does not take place.   
 
 
NEXT STEPS 
 
Upon TAM Board approval, staff will execute Amendment 2 of the ACMS contact.  This will allow ACMS 
management to continue to distribute the news of the upcoming $1,400 retention bonus (guard and supervisor 
portion) as soon as possible.  Staff hope this one-time retention bonus will encourage many of the guards to 
restart their employment with ACMS once the schools are back in normal operation so the Program will 
experience minimum interruption.  
 
 
ATTACHMENTS   
 
None 
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